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??????????
Ben shu jiang shu le:fa teng du er zhan dou jie shu hou,Shen fu zhong shang de
yi la long tang zai di shang bu sheng ren shi,You ge zi cheng que zi wan ren de
zhang zhe tong guo yi nian he ta qu de lian xi,Ta hui da le yi la long ti chu de suo
you wen ti,Bing dun cu ta dao jing ling zu suo zai de ai le si mei la cheng qu zhao
ta. dao da ai le si mei la cheng hou,Yi la long he lan er li ji tou ru jin zhang de xun
lian,Ta men bi xu jiang li shi ji shi nian cai neng xue hui de zhi shi nong suo zai ji
ge yue nei jia yi zhang wo.Yin wei shi jian jin po,Di guo mo wang jia ba duo li ke
si yi jing ji jie yi zhi pang da de jun dui,Zhun bei jiang fan kang di guo de lian
meng zhan jin sha jue. yi la long jue xin ting shen er chu,Ying zhan ta zui xiong e
de di ren jia ba duo li ke si,Ran er,Hun luan he bei pan xiang e meng yi yang
chan rao zhe ta,Yi qie dou bian de nei me pu shuo mi li,Ta bu zhi dao ta jiu jing
gai xiang xin shei.Jia ba duo li ke si de hei shou shi fou hui e duan suo you pan ni
zhe de yan hou?Yi la long zi ji ye ke neng xing ming nan bao.
??????????????????,??????????????????,????????,???????????????????????.
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Traditional Chinese edition of Bless This Mouse by Lois Lowry. This humorous
story is told from the mouse's point of view. Hildegarde, the leader of the church
mice at Saint Bartholemew, with the help of her pack, saves everyone from one
disaster after another. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong
Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Simplified Chinese edition of AbleTrend: Identifying and Analyzing Market Trends for
Trading Succes. The authors John Wang and Grace Wang, the developers of the
award winning trading system AbleTrend signals, reveal their winning secrets. In
Simplified Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
It may as well be explained, however, at the outset, that it would not take much of a
sensation to give Slowbridge a great shock. In the first place, Slowbridge was not used
to sensations, and was used to going on the even and respectable tenor of its way,
regarding the outside world with private distrust, if not with open disfavor. The new mills
had been a trial to Slowbridge,--a sore trial. On being told of the owners' plan of
building them, old Lady Theobald, who was the corner-stone of the social edifice of
Slowbridge, was said, by a spectator, to have turned deathly pale with rage; and, on the
first day of their being opened in working order, she had taken to her bed, and
remained shut up in her darkened room for a week, refusing to see anybody, and even
going so far as to send a scathing message to the curate of St. James, who called in
fear and trembling, because he was afraid to stay away. "With mills and mill-hands," her
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ladyship announced to Mr. Laurence, the mill-owner, when chance first threw them
together, "with mills and mill-hands come murder, massacre, and mob law." And she
said it so loud, and with so stern an air of conviction, that the two Misses Briarton, who
were of a timorous and fearful nature, dropped their buttered muffins (it was at one of
the tea-parties which were Slowbridge's only dissipation), and shuddered hysterically,
feeling that their fate was sealed, and that they might, any night, find three masculine
mill-hands secreted under their beds, with bludgeons. But as no massacres took place,
and the mill-hands were pretty regular in their habits, and even went so far as to send
their children to Lady Theobald's free school, and accepted the tracts left weekly at
their doors, whether they could read or not, Slowbridge gradually recovered from the
shock of finding itself forced to exist in close proximity to mills, and was just settling
itself to sleep--the sleep of the just--again, when, as I have said, it was shaken to its
foundations.
As Bluejay tries to keep the Book of Immortality from unraveling, Adderhead kidnaps all
of the children, asking for Bluejay's surrender or the children will be doomed to slavery
in the silver mines.
????????????,??????????,?????????????????,???????????????????
20??90??????????????
?????????????C++?????????.????:?,?,??,?,???,????,??,??????,????,????,????,????,??
???,????,???,k-d??????.
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Children's Fiction
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???????????????????
??????: ????: ??????????????: ??????????????: ??????????????: ??????????.
?????????
??????????,?????????????,?????,????????????????,???????????????????
Traditional Chinese edition of A Reliable Wife by Robert Goolrick. The story opens in a
windy and cold October in 1907 Wisconsin, at the platform of a train station Ralph
Truitt, a wealthy widower, awaits his mail order bride to arrive. He wanted a reliable
wife, but she, as it turns out, wants his estate and to be his widow. In Traditional
Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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?????????????????????????????????????????.
Chinese edition of "Eragon (Inheritance, Book 1)," story of a mythical dragon.
Nominated for American Library Association 2003 Best Books for Young Adults Award.
????????·?????"????"??. ??????????????????,???????????.?????????????,??????????
????????.??????????,????????????????????????,??????????. ?????????????:???????
??????????????.???????????,???????????????,?????????????????????. ?????????,??
??????????,????????????????????????????????????,??·?????,???????????????,????
???????????,???????.
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